REVIEW

DigiGrid MGB/MGO
Combining the appeal of high density channel piping and networking these new boxes serve as
intelligent interfaces between MADI and the exciting SoundGrid universe. ROB JAMES enjoys.

A

udio product releases are like the number 11
bus; you wait for ages and then a whole
bunch arrives at once. Audio-overethernet is the current ‘flavour of
the month’ and for very good reasons. Gigabit
ethernet is fast enough for very low latency
real-time audio applications. Ethernet network
infrastructure is extremely well established
and served with economical cabling and
connectors which have proved to be reliable
and cheap.
Digigrid is a recent entrant to the audio
over Ethernet market and was developed
jointly by Waves, of plug-in fame, and
Digico, the digital console manufacturer.
The hardware includes audio interfaces
that provide users of Native DAWs,
Pro Tools and MADI-enabled devices
with direct access to the Waves
SoundGrid audio networking and realtime processing platform. The idea is an
attractive one. External hardware DSP offering
low latency and a lot of processing power to run
plug-ins from Waves in the MultiRack SoundGrid
application or, at lower cost, a connection from a
MADI equipped console to a PC running Waves
MultiRack Native plug-ins using the MultiRack native
application. Third party plugins are starting to appear
with the Plugin Alliance
leading the charge. Of
course SoundGrid can also
be used to interface a DAW
for recording and playback.
If you have a console
that is not equipped with a
built-in SoundGrid interface
then
unless
multiway
cables and DigiGrid audio
to SoundGrid convertors
are acceptable, what to do?
Enter the DigiGrid MGB and
MGO MADI to SoundGrid
interfaces. The ‘B’ in MGB
stands for BNC, the coax
cable version, as opposed
to MGO which is the optical
variant. They both do the
same job, it just depends on
the form of connection you
need.
The unit arrives in a very
smart black box with high
density foam packing. In the box, apart from the unit
itself, you get a wall wart power supply with multiple
prong options for various countries and a network
cable. The overall footprint of the unit with nothing
connected to it is around the size of a standard Filofax
(That dates you but is a good description. Ed). The
casing is a black anodised alloy extrusion with alloy
end plates attached by countersunk Allen bolts and
the whole feels reassuringly solid. One end has four
BNC connectors for the two MADI inputs and outputs
along with two red indicator LEDs that light when
MADI is connected. The other end has an RJ45 for the
ethernet connection together with two indicator LEDs,
an orifice for attaching a Kensington security device,
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a BNC connector for Word clock input and a screw
locking coaxial 5V power socket. This is a detail I really
like to see. Last, adjacent to the power connector there
is a multicoloured Net indicator LED. The LED lights
green when there is a MADI link, red when there isn’t,
flashing red when no network
cable is connected, blue when
the network is connected, solid
red while updating the firmware
or if stuck in the boot sequence.
All colours flashing in sequence
means it’s trying to identify a
connection. I would like to have
seen a second ethernet socket for
redundancy.
Before you can drive the MGB
away it has to be registered to your
account at the Waves website. If
you don’t have an account you
will need to create one. Then you
can download the software and
documentation.
At its simplest all that is required
is the SoundGrid driver which
allows a DAW to communicate
with the convertor. If you have
also
purchased
MultiRack
software and plug-ins then these
will need to be installed as well.
A
simple
point-to-point
Gigabit ethernet connection is
the recommended method of connecting the MGB
to a single PC or Mac. If it is part of a larger
SoundGrid network then DigiGrid offer an ethernet
switch validated for use with SoundGrid. At present
SoundGrid uses proprietary DigiGrid protocols. In the
future it will also be AVB compatible.
The SoundGrid driver uses ASIO for PCs and
Core Audio for Macs. The driver enables the DAW
software to connect to SoundGrid for audio recording
and playback. For users of the MultiRack software
version 9.5, two drivers may be used concurrently
thus enabling simultaneous recording on a second
computer.
Installation is drama free. Once installed, the driver
resolution

is configured using the MGB/MGO Control Panel.
The SoundGrid driver has two modes, networked
or standalone. Networked is used when the machine
is a part of a SoundGrid network. This could include
MultiRack SoundGrid, a SoundGrid DSP Server,
DigiGrid I-O Interfaces, and simultaneous DAW
playback/recording. In networked mode I-O devices
are configured in the MultiRack software.
In standalone mode the driver has two tabs
— Main and System Inventory. The standalone
mode can be used for DAW playback and
recording or for MultiRack Native processing.
In the Main tab the driver can be turned on
and off and the driver mode, standalone
or networked, chosen. Here also the LAN
port is selected from a drop-down list and
ASIO buffer size is set. Status information
is displayed such as Link Status and Link
Speed, the name of the SoundGrid network
the driver is connected to, the sample rate,
number of driver channels as set in the
Inventory tab and a Status field.
In the System Inventory Tab the MGB
is shown as an I-O device. In network
mode there may be several entries for
multiple SoundGrid devices. Clicking on
Settings in the Control Panel column for
the MGB entry opens its control panel
with four tabs. Clock is where Clock Source is
set from a choice of Internal, External, SoE (Syncover-ethernet) or Digital (MADI Port 1 or 2). Sample
rate sets the internal clock rate, MADI Port selects Port
1 or Port 2. Sample Rate Mode sets the MADI mode
for 2fs 88.2/96kHz operation to suit the connected
MADI device. Status, SoE
and Current Clock Source all
show status of the current
MADI connection. If Clock
Source Auto Switching is
ticked the driver selects the
sync source according to
this priority list: SoE, WC,
Digital 1, Digital 2 and
internal.
In the MADI tab the MADI
mode 64/32 or 56/28 is set
for MADI ports 1 & 2. MGB
settings can be saved and
recalled in this tab and there
is an Identify button used
when multiple MGB/MGOs
are in use. The network
Status LED cycles through
all the colours on the unit
under consideration. The
About and System Info tabs
are information only.
Whether used standalone
as a simple means of
connecting a MADI device
to a DAW via ethernet or as part of a comprehensive
SoundGrid network the MGB is a wonderfully simple
device. The control panel software is simple and mostly
logical, the unit is robust and compact. MGB (or MGO)
is a very useful bit of digital glue. n

PROS

Rugged; simple; effective.

CONS

Wall wart power supply; no ethernet
redundancy.
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